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AddressAddress LB Nagar, Hyderabad, SaidabadLB Nagar, Hyderabad, Saidabad
Hyderabad, Telangana 500074Hyderabad, Telangana 500074
IndiaIndia

Contact PersonContact Person NandiniNandini
Mobile NumberMobile Number 80969999178096999917
EmailEmail sambasivadairy1@gmail.comsambasivadairy1@gmail.com

If you are looking to If you are looking to start a milk business in Hyderabadstart a milk business in Hyderabad, I feel that , I feel that 
FairlifeFairlife is right for you. Fairlife India is the Best Dairy, Milk Supply in is right for you. Fairlife India is the Best Dairy, Milk Supply in
Hyderabad providing business opportunity to milk Distributors, agencyHyderabad providing business opportunity to milk Distributors, agency
and Franchise.and Franchise.

For Milk Agency or Distributor Contact — 8096999917For Milk Agency or Distributor Contact — 8096999917
or http://fairlifeindia.com/contact.htmlor http://fairlifeindia.com/contact.html

There primary products are Milk, Curd, Paneer, Ghee and Flavored Milk.There primary products are Milk, Curd, Paneer, Ghee and Flavored Milk.
Fairlife is a brand from samba siva diary which was started 2012Fairlife is a brand from samba siva diary which was started 2012
by Shri. Kanchi Parameswara Reddy.by Shri. Kanchi Parameswara Reddy.

The company has grown into high standards and making the dairyThe company has grown into high standards and making the dairy
there primary product. Fairlife is comparatively new product and thethere primary product. Fairlife is comparatively new product and the
name was started in 11th October 2018. Now the sales have crossedname was started in 11th October 2018. Now the sales have crossed
the expected goals, fairlife milk, curd and paneer is made of highthe expected goals, fairlife milk, curd and paneer is made of high
quality and most of the milk points, Provision stores, Hotels, Tea stallsquality and most of the milk points, Provision stores, Hotels, Tea stalls
and restaurants are our partners since the company was launched.and restaurants are our partners since the company was launched.

Baring this our transport system has always proved on time delivery ofBaring this our transport system has always proved on time delivery of
products to our partners.products to our partners.
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Here in Hyderabad, the milk business is like a part time for most ofHere in Hyderabad, the milk business is like a part time for most of
them. Its good idea to start a milk agency business in Hyderabad, as itthem. Its good idea to start a milk agency business in Hyderabad, as it
hardly takes 4–5 hours of business, where the milk is sold. Fairlife hashardly takes 4–5 hours of business, where the milk is sold. Fairlife has
been giving quality services to all the distributors and agents. Ourbeen giving quality services to all the distributors and agents. Our
franchise also will be started very soon.franchise also will be started very soon.

Become a milk distributor or agent in Hyderabad is very easy, asBecome a milk distributor or agent in Hyderabad is very easy, as
Fairlife India will finish the application work in one day and the route toFairlife India will finish the application work in one day and the route to
the location will start from next time. We have our office located inthe location will start from next time. We have our office located in
Hyderabad, for any queries regarding distribution and agency setupHyderabad, for any queries regarding distribution and agency setup
you can always contact — 8096999917.you can always contact — 8096999917.

We are looking to grow our customer base every day; we have hadWe are looking to grow our customer base every day; we have had
positive review all over from Hyderabad. We hope to be the best andpositive review all over from Hyderabad. We hope to be the best and
tasty milk brand of Hyderabad very soon.tasty milk brand of Hyderabad very soon.

  

For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/fairlife-For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/fairlife-
india-9090india-9090
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